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the self portrait a cultural history james hall - the self portrait a cultural history james hall on amazon com free shipping
on qualifying offers hall provides a lively cultural interpretation of the genre from the middle ages to today rather than
provide a series of greatest hits, self portrait rembrandt altman wikipedia - self portrait is a 1660 oil on canvas painting by
the dutch artist rembrandt one of over 40 self portraits by rembrandt painted when the artist was fifty four it has been noted
as a work in which may be seen the wrinkled brow and the worried expression the troubled condition of his mind part of the
benjamin altman collection it has been in the metropolitan museum of art since 1913, auto focus the self portrait in
contemporary photography - auto focus the self portrait in contemporary photography susan bright on amazon com free
shipping on qualifying offers auto focus features a dazzling array of self portraits by seventy five of the world s foremost
contemporary photographers photography writer and curator susan bright provides a clear guide through this significant and
dynamic genre, east meets west an infographic portrait by yang liu bsix12 - the artist and visual designer yang liu was
born in china and lives in germany since she was 14 by growing up in two very different places with very different traditions
she was able to experience the differences between the two cultures first hand
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